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One is always a bit suspicious when financial institutions (be they banks or insurers, or even hedge funds)
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Sponsor’s foreword
Welcome to Insurance Banana Skins 2013, a biennial survey of the risks facing the industry, which has been
produced by the CFSI in association with PwC.
We’re delighted to be continuing our support for this initiative. The Banana Skins reports provide valuable
insights into the risk concerns at the top of the boardroom agenda and how these perceptions change over time.
Many of you will be comparing the industry-wide findings against your own assessment of the current and
emerging risk environment.
Regulation is once again the number one risk. While new capital requirements have been dominating the
regulatory agenda as a result of Solvency II and comparable developments elsewhere, consumer protection is
now coming back under the spotlight. A clear reflection of this is the rise of poor sales and other conduct of
business practices from 18th place in 2011 to fourth in the latest risk ranking. Vulnerability to compensation
claims and the ensuing reputational damage is escalating as many supervisors broaden the definition of conduct
risk. In the UK, for example, the new Financial Conduct Authority is looking beyond how products are sold
to whether they meet customer expectations and deliver value for money over time. At the very least, insurers
will need to check through their existing portfolios for potential mis-selling under this new definition and judge
how their product design and sales practices may need to be modified. Smart businesses will be looking beyond
conduct risk as simply a compliance exercise by using it as a catalyst for sharpening customer understanding
and rebuilding public trust.
The fragile economic environment and subdued investment performance also remain high on the list of
concerns. Managing these challenges is clearly a critical boardroom priority. But there’s a risk that by solely
focusing on these short-term issues insurers could miss the even more far-reaching threats and opportunities
coming up over the horizon. The industry faces transformational shifts in technology and customer expectations,
which are reshaping how insurance is sold, how risk is priced and even what we mean by insurance. These
developments could open the way for nimble new entrants or other financial services players to move in and
pick off the most profitable business. Experience in travel, music and retail shows how quickly existing players
can be marginalised if they fail to respond to new ways of doing business. It’s certainly notable that innovation
has come in at number 13 on the list of risks and the focus is likely to increase as the pace of change continues
to accelerate.
I would like to thank the CFSI for the richness of insight and perceptive comment in this report. With people
around the world living longer and with more wealth to protect, the prospects for insurers are very positive. But
their ability to identify and manage emerging as well as familiar risks will be one of the key differentiators for
success.
I hope you find Insurance Banana Skins 2013 useful and thought-provoking. If you have any feedback or would
like to discuss any of the issues raised in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact me.
David Law
Global Insurance Leader
PwC
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About this survey
Insurance Banana Skins 2013 surveys the risks facing the insurance industry at a
time of considerable market uncertainty, and identifies those that appear most urgent
to insurance practitioners and close observers of the insurance scene around the
world.
The report, which updates previous surveys in 2008, 2009 and 2011, was conducted
in March and April 2013, and is based on 662 responses from 54 countries.
The questionnaire (reproduced in the Appendix) was in three parts. In the first,
respondents were asked to describe, in their own words, their main concerns about
the insurance sector over the next 2-3 years. In the second, they were asked to rate a
list of potential “Banana Skins”. In the third, they were asked to rate the
preparedness of insurance institutions to handle the risks they saw. This report ranks
and analyses each Banana Skin individually.
Replies were confidential, but respondents could choose to be identified.
The breakdown of responses by type of respondent was
Broking/
Intermediary
6%
Other
26%
Life
26%

Reinsurance
7%

P&C/Non-life
35%
Nearly two thirds of the respondents were from the primary insurance industry. The
remainder were from the reinsurance and broking sectors, and non-practitioners such
as regulators, consultants, analysts and professional services.
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The breakdown of responses by region was

N. America
Bermuda
14%

Africa
3%

Middle East
Asia
11%
Europe
46%

Latin America
4%

Far East Pacific
22%

The geographic spread overweighs Europe and underweighs other regions. This
reflects the fact that much of the international insurance business is concentrated in
London.
The breakdown of responses by country was
Argentina
Australia
Bangladesh
Belgium
Bermuda
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Egypt
Finland
France
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Hong Kong

2
28
1
20
17
19
47
13
7
14
13
1
5
2
4
5
7
8

Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Isle of Man
Italy
Jamaica
Latvia
Lebanon
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Oman
Pakistan

4
1
39
1
13
4
3
1
4
3
2
14
3
1
28
43
1
1

Poland
4
Portugal
17
Romania
5
Russia
1
Serbia
1
Singapore
31
Slovakia
10
South Africa 12
South Korea
2
Spain
11
Switzerland
20
Tanzania
1
Taiwan
3
Thailand
1
Turkey
21
UAE
5
UK
105
USA
29

Note: in addition to the above, four respondents said they covered multiple
countries.
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risk (No. 14) where there was, if anything, a tone of complacency in some of the
responses. risk (No. 14) where there was, if anything, a tone of complacency in some of the
responses.
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Similarly, changed market conditions have relaxed concerns about the availability of
human resources (down from No. 6 to No. 19) because of the large number of
people seeking work in the financial services market.

Big movers

This year’s survey has produced dramatic changes in the ranking of some Banana
Big movers
Skins, reflecting shifting perceptions of risk in a volatile market. Here are some of
the big movers.
This year’s survey has produced dramatic changes in the ranking of some Banana
Skins, reflecting
UP shifting perceptions of risk in a volatile market. Here are some of
the big movers.
Investment performance: very difficult to achieve necessary returns after five years
of low yields.
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Business practices: concern that standards may be slipping under pressure to reach
DOWN
sales targets in difficult market conditions
Capital availability: industry now has too much capital rather than too little.
DOWN
Human resources: soft financial services labour market favours employers.
Capital availability: industry now has too much capital rather than too little.
Corporate governance: greatly improved after recent drive to raise board quality.
Human resources: soft financial services labour market favours employers.
Corporate governance: greatly improved after recent drive to raise board quality.

Of the new risks this year, change management (i.e. the industry’s ability to
restructure itself successfully) ranks at No. 15, reflecting the expectation that there
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For the firstFor
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suggesting
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concerns
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Middle East/Asia*
1

Business practices

2

Natural catastrophes

3

Quality of risk mgt

4

Investment performance

5

Quality of management

6

Regulation

7

Reputation

8

Corporate governance

9

Innovation

10

Actuarial assumptions

This was the only region which did not have
regulation at the top of its list. Instead there
was strong concern with institutional issues,
particularly business practices such as misselling and the quality of risk management.
There was a low level of concern with macroeconomic issues, reflecting the more dynamic
position of countries like India. On the other
hand, management and corporate governance
issues ranked high in a region where these
have not traditionally been a priority.

*Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan, Turkey, UAE

Far East/Pacific*
1

Regulation

2

Investment performance

3

Distribution channels

4

Reputation

5

Quality of management

6

Natural catastrophes

7

Business practices

8

Macro-economic envt

9

Actuarial assumptions

10

Human resources

Although this region contains a mix of
developing and developed countries, it shares
the global concern with excessive regulation:
this applies as much to South Korea as it does
to Australia. This was also the region which
gave the highest ranking to reputation risk,
reflecting the controversial response of
insurance companies to the string of natural
disasters which hit it two years ago. Human
resource risks have always featured in this
region, reflecting a shortage of talent. But
macro-economic concerns are relatively low.

*Australia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore, South
Korea, Taiwan, Thailand
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Preparedness
We asked respondents how well prepared they thought the insurance industry was to
handle the risks they had identified.
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1

2

3

4

5

On a scale of 1 (poorly) to 5 (well) they gave an average response of 2.95,
suggesting positivity and negativity in almost equal measure. More than half of
respondents answered “3”, with most of the rest split evenly between “2” and “4”.
Very few ranked preparedness at either extreme end of the scale, though of those
that did, four times as many answered “1” as “5”. Although we have changed the
methodology this year so no direct comparison can be made, the results seem to
echo what we found in 2011, when on a scale of “poorly”, “mixed” and “well”, 87
per cent of respondents chose “mixed”.
The primary reason for good preparedness was the perception that the industry had
prioritised risk management and has become increasingly conscious of the major
threats it faces. Large, multinational insurers in particular were seen by many
respondents as having adequate controls in place.
The reasons for poor preparedness included a shortage of innovation and
cumbersomeness in adapting to changing environments, the strength of regulatory
interference, a lack of quality at board and management level, and an increase in
‘black swan’ type risks which are very difficult to prepare for.
Geographically, preparedness was ranked highest in the Far East Pacific region and
lowest in Middle East Asia. Broking/Intermediary respondents ranked it lower than
those from the life, non-life and reinsurance sectors.
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1. Regulation
1. Regulation
(1) (1)
The fast-rising
The fast-rising
tide of financial
tide of financial
regulationregulation
emerges as
emerges
the greatest
as the risk
greatest
facing
risk
thefacing the
global insurance
global insurance
industry for
industry
the second
for theyear
second
running,
year as
running,
seen byasrespondents
seen by respondents
to the
to the
latest Banana
latestSkins
Banana
survey.
SkinsAnd
survey.
global
And
is the
global
word
is the
since
word
this since
risk occupied
this risk occupied
first or first or
second place
second
in five
place
outinoffive
theout
six of
regions
the sixwe
regions
surveyed.
we surveyed.
(The exception
(The exception
was Middle
was Middle
East/Asia).
East/Asia).
Among the
Among
insurance
the insurance
sectors, itsectors,
came No.
it came
1 for No.
life 1and
forNo.
life 2and
for No.
non-2 for nonlife. Lest life.
it beLest
thought
it bethat
thought
this was
that just
this an
wasindustry
just an complaining
industry complaining
about unpopular
about unpopular
controls, controls,
non-practitioners
non-practitioners
(i.e. consultants,
(i.e. consultants,
analysts, analysts,
academicsacademics
and otherand
close
other close
observers)observers)
voted it No.
voted
1 asit well.
No. 1Itaswas
well.
impossible
It was impossible
to miss the
to sense
miss the
of frustration,
sense of frustration,
fury even,
furythat
even,
coloured
that coloured
many of many
the of the
responses.responses.

It is ironic Itthat
is ironic
regulatory
that regulatory
change is change
in
is in

itself
itself ofa risk
driver
in of
therisk
industry.
in the industry.
The reason
The
was
reason
clear:was
the clear:
sheer the
volume
sheerofvolume
of a driver
Although Although
the majority
the of
majority
regulatory
of regulatory
new regulation
new regulation
that is seen
that
to isbeseen
swamping
to be swamping
initiatives
initiatives
are soundare
in principle
sound in they
principle they
the industry
thewith
industry
costswith
and costs
distractions,
and distractions,
and
and
may
increase
in fact the
increase
risk ofthe
nonrisk of noncreating creating
a whole a new
wholeclass
newof class
risk: of may
risk:in fact
compliance,
compliance,
increase
operational
increase
operational
costs
costs
regulatoryregulatory
compliance.
compliance.
Many respondents
Many respondents
and reduceand
competition
reduce competition
in the form
in of
the form of
expected expected
these trends
these
to trends
produce
to aproduce
shake- a shakeinnovation.innovation.
out in out
the inindustry
the industry
between between
those
those
Chief risk officer
Chief risk officer
companiescompanies
which have
which
the have
resources
the resources
to
to
South Africa
South Africa
deal with deal
them,with
andthem,
those and
thatthose
do not.
that do not.

Regulatory
Regulatory
risk was seen
risk to
was
take
seen
many
to take
forms.
many forms.
Uncertainty.
Uncertainty.
Many major
Many
regulatory
major regulatory
initiativesinitiatives
such as the
such
EU’s
as Solvency
the EU’s Solvency
2 regime 2 regime
(see box)(see
and box)
healthcare
and healthcare
reform inreform
the USinare
thestill
US atarethestill
planning
at the planning
stage so the
stage so the
precise impact,
preciseparticularly
impact, particularly
on expensive
on expensive
items likeitems
capital,
likeiscapital,
still unknown.
is still unknown.
Yet
Yet
insuranceinsurance
companiescompanies
are already
are having
already tohaving
invest toin invest
order into order
be ready
to beforready for
implementation.
implementation.
CountriesCountries
as far apart
as far
as Canada,
apart as Ghana,
Canada,Malaysia
Ghana, Malaysia
and Chinaand
all China all
Solvency
Solvency
2 tops2 tops
said that said
new that
capital
newregulations
capital regulations
were in were
the works,
in thesome
works,
of some
them of
awaiting
them awaiting
the regulatory
the regulatorydevelopments
developments
in Solvency
in Solvency
2.
2.

risk agenda
risk agenda

Quality ofQuality
regulation.
of regulation.
The quality
The
ofquality
insurance
of insurance
regulationregulation
varies widely,
variesobviously.
widely, obviously.
But a number
But aofnumber
themesofrecurred,
themes many
recurred,
linked
many
to unwarranted
linked to unwarranted
intervention
intervention
and lack and lack
of finesseofonfinesse
the part
on of
thethe
part
regulator.
of the regulator.
One was One
the failure
was theoffailure
regulators,
of regulators,
as one as one
respondent
respondent
said, “to said,
understand
“to understand
the economics
the economics
and business
and model
business
of model
insurance”
of insurance”
and to apply
and to
measures
apply measures
that werethat
appropriate.
were appropriate.
A secondAwas
second
that, was
as regulation
that, as regulation
becomes becomes
more complex,
more complex,
regulatorsregulators
inevitablyinevitably
resort more
resort
to more
box ticking
to box than
ticking than
judgment.judgment.
An actuary
Anatactuary
one of at
theone
UK’s
of the
large
UK’s
life large
companies
life companies
said that “judgement
said that “judgement
based supervision
based supervision
seems lacking,
seems with
lacking,
verywith
considerable
very considerable
detailed (and
detailed
relatively
(and relatively
immaterial)
immaterial)
questioning
questioning
and issuesand
raised
issues
by raised
regulatory
by regulatory
teams who
teams
seemwho
disjointed
seem disjointed
between lower
between
andlower
upperand
level
upper
of supervisors”.
level of supervisors”.
A third was
A third
the failure
was the
of failure
regulators
of regulators
to carry tooutcarry
sufficient
out sufficient
cost/benefit
cost/benefit
analysis analysis
before introducing
before introducing
potentiallypotentially
burdensome
burdensome
new regulations.
new regulations.
A fourth was
A fourth
the growing
was the inconsistency
growing inconsistency
between jurisdictions
between jurisdictions
as rules proliferated.
as rules proliferated.
Dan Brown,
Danpartner
Brown,at partner
SNR Denton
at SNRUS,
Denton
said that
US, “regulatory
said that “regulatory
uncertainty
uncertainty
at multipleat multiple
levels willlevels
continue
will to
continue
be a drag
to be
on athe
drag
industry.
on the Regardless
industry. Regardless
of the ultimate
of theoutcome,
ultimate outcome,
the currentthe
disagreements
current disagreements
and infighting
and infighting
between (a)
between
states,(a)
(b)states,
states (b)
andstates
the federal
and the federal
government,
government,
(c) the US(c)and
thethe
USEU,
andand
the (d)
EU,within
and (d)
thewithin
EU hamper
the EUgrowth,
hamperplace
growth,
a place a
drag on capital,
drag onand
capital,
forceand
the force
industry
the to
industry
stagnate
to until
stagnate
a system
until a(any
system
system)
(any issystem) is
firmly putfirmly
in place”.
put inSeveral
place”.respondents
Several respondents
felt that their
felt that
owntheir
countries
own countries
would bewould be
placed at placed
a competitive
at a competitive
disadvantage
disadvantage
if they became
if theycompliant
became compliant
when others
when
didothers
not. did not.
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A respondent from a Spanish insurer said that “unless there is consistency, the need
to adopt several new regulations could significantly damage the insurance business,
and consume a significant amount of resources”.
Cost. The high cost of regulation,
The world of insurance regulation is rich in
both as to capital requirements and
acronyms. Here is a selection from our
compliance, was a major concern.
responses.
The CFO of a large Canadian insurer
said: “Continual regulatory burdens
S2, RDR, IFRS, FAIR, RBC2, FOFA, LAGIC,
[are] being pushed onto the industry
IRAG, ORSA, IPSA, ERM, IBNR, MGA, FSCO,
without appropriate consideration of
GFC, PRA, FCA, APRA, AUM, OSFI, GASB,
cost and business impacts”. Several
ABI, IoA, MGA, TCF, KYC, PPI, IMD2, EIOPA,
respondents said that the added costs
UL, TIV, FPD, IAIS, CBI, NIC, TVOG, IBNR,
would have to be absorbed in ways
D&O, IRDA, PS09/13, GSII, IAIG,
that would affect the quality of the
COMFRAME, IOIS, NAIC, FSB, SAM.
service. The CEO of an insurer in
Singapore said: “The best intentions to protect our customers will inevitably
increase cost to insurers, reduce value to customers, and stifle innovation”. A related
issue was management distraction. The CFO of a large international company in
Singapore said that “the high level of regulatory change is resulting in a
management team focused on the outside not on the business at hand”. Some also
felt that regulation was putting good managers and directors off joining the industry.
A Canadian risk officer said that “given the specialized knowledge of the industry
and various industry segments, it is a concern to keep pace with the number of
changes within the regulatory environment, and ensure management and the board
are aware of the increasing amount of knowledge required for appropriate
governance and control”.

Solvency 2
If concern about regulation has a single focus, it is the Solvency 2 Directive, the EU’s
ambitious and much-delayed attempt to set capital rules for the insurance industry.
Now in its seventh year and counting, Solvency 2 still has no firm timetable which
means that the industry has to plan in an environment of great unknowns. The chief
risk officer of a large Belgian insurer said that “the uncertainty concerning the
implementation date of the Solvency 2 directive is a risk that has to be followed up on
a regular basis, as this has both strategic and operational implications.”
Although Solvency 2 only affects the EU market directly, other jurisdictions are
modelling their own solvency regimes on it, meaning that uncertainty is much more
widespread. Respondents from China, Bermuda, South Africa and Singapore were
among those for whom uncertainty about solvency rules was a concern.

Quality of the service. The consequences for the client were frequently mentioned.
A respondent from South Africa warned that resources would have to be deployed
“to develop systems and processes to comply with new regulations, rather than
focusing on the development of innovative solutions for clients”. Although insurers
might be expected to say that the regulatory bill would end up with the customer,
one respondent (from Australia) identified a potential perverse outcome: even more
regulation, driven by popular demand, to keep prices down and force insurers to
make particular products available (e.g. car and homeowners insurance). A related
issue was competition. Many made the point that rising costs favoured large
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companies and could lead to a shake-out of smaller companies. The financial
controller of a large company in London said: “Excessive and burdensome
regulatory changes will negatively impact the industry due to the cost of
implementation by insurance companies. Many small to mid-size companies will not
be able to handle additional regulatory filings and disclosures with current staffing
levels.”
Nonetheless, a small number (about 15 per cent) of our respondents felt that
regulation was a good thing. Daniel Vanderkemp, regional CFO of ACE Asia
Pacific in Singapore, said that “this is part and parcel of being in the financial
services industry so it should not be considered a risk.” Several also said that
improvements to regulation were necessary and well intentioned, particularly insofar
as capital requirements were concerned. An Indian respondent observed that “in an
emerging insurance sector, a good regulator would be a boon” and a respondent
from Greece added that regulation was only a risk “to the extent that insurers pursue
strategies that depend on lax supervision”.

A global concern
What is striking about concern over regulatory excess is how global it is.
selection of responses to illustrate this.

Here is a

Denmark. [The concern is] the aggregate of many regulatory initiatives which, seen in
isolation are sensible and reasonable, but where the consequences of the sum of them
is unknown and potentially of a very large size.
Ghana. The regulatory framework continues to be sub-divided instead of consolidated
to bring efficiency and completeness. An example is the set-up of a separate regulatory
entity for health insurance and pensions, outside the purview of the National
Insurance Commission.
Hong Kong. [Our concern is] regulatory risk, in particular changing regulations, and
inconsistencies across jurisdictions for multi-national players such as ourselves. [But
there is] an expectation that all should apply (e.g. both local and international) which is
complex to manage, and there can be contradictions.
India. Regulatory oversight is fine, but regulatory over-indulgence may spell doom for
the industry.
Latvia. The regulatory burden is increasing…The [low] profitability of the Latvian
insurance market may reduce the cover and consequently the trust of customers.
Malta. Regulatory issues continue to take up a lot of resources and represent an
unknown area as to when they will be implemented and to what extent.
New Zealand. Regulation is overwhelming the industry, and impacting heavily on
productivity and resources to such an extent that niche insurers like us may struggle to
continue.
South Korea. Government regulation [is having] an adverse effect on insurance
companies.
US. This is the biggest problem in the business and more damage is coming.
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No. 2), compared to North America (No. 5) and Asia/Far East (No. 8). However,
there is some comfort in the fact that the score given to this Banana Skins was the
lowest since 2007, suggesting that the absolute level of concern is falling.
The survey was conducted in the aftermath of the Cyprus crisis, meaning that euro
turbulence was very much on people’s minds. The chief actuary at a large UK
mutual said: “The euro is unsustainable in its current form, and low economic
growth is going to make change inevitable. Europe cannot manage change quickly
enough which will lead to volatility in financial markets”. The CFO of a large Swiss
insurer said that “the threat is biggest in Europe with both low growth and low
interest rates”.

What it feels like to be selling insurance in Cyprus
“The general financial distress and the subdued economic activity prevailing in Cyprus
during the past three years have taken their toll on the Cyprus insurance industry as
well. Extremely limited opportunities for business growth, intense market competition
and continued deteriorating results, coupled with a complete asset meltdown, have
been the main areas of concern for the industry. The application by the Cyprus
Government for financial aid by the Troika and the terms of the Memorandum of
Understanding signed on 2nd April 2013 for a €10 billion support programme, as well
as the resolution and restructuring plan of the two largest banks in Cyprus, point to a
prolonged recession period. It is anticipated that these developments will have a
further adverse impact on the activities of insurance companies, in terms of their
opportunities for growth and profitability. A sharp rise in relation to fraudulent and/or
exaggerated claims, growing receivables as well as lack of liquidity are some of the
many challenges that insurance companies will need to address in the next 2-3 years.”
Managing director
General insurance company

Responses from other parts of the world give a flavour of wider concerns.
India: “[The macro-economic environment] is a big risk given the current
conditions”.
Australia: “The ‘miracle economy’ is slowing as the mining investment boom
slows. Other sectors struggle. This is a significant threat.”
Brazil: “If the US and the EU fail to recover and start buying again, Brazil could
engage on a longer period of low growth with high inflation.”
South Africa: “Continued economic uncertainty, as well as related volatile and
potentially under-performing investment markets will impact negatively on the
performance of the insurance industry.”
Although there is a school of thought which says that insurance operates to its own
cycle and that people need insurance whatever the weather, most of our respondents
believed that an extended period of sluggish growth would hit sales of savings and
protection products, while low yields would squeeze financial returns and
complicate the guaranteed yield market. A respondent from the US said that “the
markets are the key to capacity. Insurance is not an isolated market sector”.
Commenting from Turkey, a market with a different perspective, a composite
insurer said: “The current economic turmoil seems set to continue for the coming 2-
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reputational damage suffered at the corporate and industry level. For example, an
Australian respondent remarked: “High risk, but not a high $ impact overall”. But a
US respondent added: “This industry has such a horrible public image that any
misstep or perceived shady practice will be dealt with harshly”.
The aspect of this risk most often identified by respondents was the difficulty of
managing distribution, particularly through agents. The country president of a nonlife company in Singapore, said “this depends on channels. For agency, the risk is
much higher than for sales in a controlled environment e.g. within a call centre,
where sales are closely monitored”. In India, an insurance industry consultant said
that the greatest risk to the industry lay in banks which became agents “and dictating
their insurance subsidiaries to create policies and thrust them on unwary customers
at exorbitant rates”.
Other aspects of the risk lay in enforcing Know Your Customer rules and controlling
questionable practices such as policy churning. The quality of products themselves
is a further issue: are they transparent and straightforward (not always easy when
regulators demand strings of conditions)?

5. Natural catastrophes (5)
In the 2011 Insurance Banana Skins survey this risk jumped 17 places, following a
string of major natural catastrophes which included severe earthquakes in New
Zealand and Japan. Though the intervening period has not been quite so volatile, the
fact that it holds its position this year suggests that it is still at the forefront of the
industry’s concerns. Sectorally, it was the top risk among non-life insurers and
brokers/intermediaries, while geographically, it ranked second in North America and
Middle East/Asia.
“If the ‘big one’ happens soon,
For many, the main concern was that
coverage is still far too high and
increased frequency of extreme events
products are still poorly designed.
in recent years will become the new
Catastrophe models are simply wrong.
normal, especially in heavily populated
We will be in a real mess”.
and insured areas – a fear aggravated by
Manager
climate change and the anticipation of
New Zealand
‘overdue’ disasters, such as on the fault
lines of New Madrid and San Andreas
in the US. At the extreme end of the scale, one risk manager from New Zealand said
natural catastrophes “could wipe out the industry given a big enough or
simultaneous events across different geographies”.

Others pointed to the underpricing of catastrophe risk – partly due to the intensity of
competition in the sector – and the shortcomings of current models. The chief
financial officer at a non-life insurer in Singapore said: “As players look to grow by
penetrating new markets, products, demographics and exposures there is a risk that
historical data and/or models simply are not adequate. Recent catastrophes in both
developed and developing markets have shown that not all risks are well understood
or modelled.”
But one respondent from the US disagreed, saying: “The sophistication of models
seems to be working for insurers; the run of natural catastrophe events over the last
five years has barely made a dent in the sector. This is one of the few bright spots in
the industry where the traditional approach has worked for the insurers”.
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the Recall
Equitable.”
the Equitable.”
This was an
This
issue
wasofanclose
issueinterest
of close
to interest
the regulators,
to the regulators,
respondentsrespondents
said.
said.

7. Quality
7. Quality
of riskofmanagement
risk management
(15) (15)
Concern about
Concern
the quality
about the
of quality
risk management
of risk management
in insurance
in companies
insurance companies
has risen has risen
sharply thissharply
year for
thisreasons
year for
thatreasons
are notthat
immediately
are not immediately
obvious. There
obvious.
haveThere
been have
no been no
insurance insurance
disasters, and
disasters,
huge and
amounts
huge ofamounts
work are
of work
being are
done,
being
under
done,
strong
under strong
regulatory pressure,
regulatorytopressure,
improveto
it.improve it.
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One possibility is that risk management awareness is growing in emerging markets,
and that this is beginning to tilt the balance. The highest ranking this Banana Skin
got, for example, was in the Middle East/Asia region where it came No. 3. It ranked
No. 6 in Latin America where a respondent from Brazil said his country was “still in
its early days with strong risk management”. By contrast it came No. 8 in Europe
and No. 11 in North America. In the insurance industry itself, the brokers ranked it
highest at No. 5 versus No. 7 for non-life and No. 10 for life.
What was striking about the responses is that they were clearly divided between
those who thought risk management was improving, and those who thought it still
had a long way to go.
Starting with the more upbeat, those
who had good things to say about
Modelling risk
insurers’ risk management record
“From a risk management perspective,
stressed the amount of work that had
there are huge challenges for modellers to
gone into it. In New Zealand, an
keep pace with emerging risks and, in
actuary observed: “There is a greater
some cases, the increasing severity of
focus now. Indeed chief risk officers
natural catastrophes. Models are only as
appear to be flavour of the month and
good as the last time they were calibrated,
and there are no good models for risks like
appear to have no difficulty getting
contingent business interruption (CBI), so
budget to grow their teams. The
underwriters have in some cases
challenge will be for CROs to gain
insufficient data to enable them to
acceptance of their business peers,
underwrite increasingly complex risks.”
which
will
come
through
CFO
understanding the business properly
Reinsurer
and doing more than ticking
Bermuda
compliance boxes. A senior vicepresident at a Canadian life company
said that “It used to be a higher risk for the life companies compared to the banks,
but it is now under control and better monitored,” and from Switzerland: “The
industry has made huge progress; risk is reducing.” Many acknowledged that
regulatory pressure had played an important part. A respondent from Belgium that
said: “Insurers are becoming more risk sensitive. Solvency 2 is enhancing this
evolution”.
On the downbeat side, respondents focused on what they saw as the shallowness of
insurers’ commitment to risk management: the fact that a risk “culture” was often
missing, that company main boards were not closely involved, and that risk
management could be sacrificed to cost pressures. An overdependence on models
was frequently mentioned. The head of audit at a large Swiss reinsurer said that
insurers should go beyond “formal risk management [and gain] a substantive
understanding of the risks that may hurt the company”. A respondent from Canada
had a similar comment. She said: “There is still lots to do. The tendency is to believe
we have seen the worst. At times where interest rates are at their lowest and
everyone is scrambling for net income, risk management needs to be strong to
prevent short time thinking”.
As noted at the top, many of the sharpest concerns came from emerging markets,
focusing mainly on the early state of risk management techniques. From Malaysia,
Kong Meng Chin, senior vice-president MSIG Insurance, said that “the fundamental
risk management frameworks are in place, but they are not so robust”. A similar
comment came from Honggang Liu, head of the risk management office at the Great
Wall Life Insurance Company in China, who said: “At present, comprehensive risk
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managementmanagement
and its related
and technical
its relatedmethods
technicalaremethods
not perfect”.
are notInperfect”.
India, K.G.
In India, K.G.
Krishnamoorthy
Krishnamoorthy
Rao managing
Rao director
managinganddirector
CEO and
of Future
CEO of
Generali
Future India
Generali India
Insurance, said
Insurance,
that “although
said that many
“although
insurers
manyhave
insurers
put inhave
place
put proper
in place
RMproper RM
frameworks,frameworks,
regular updating
regular
andupdating
action isand
required”.
action is required”.

8. Quality
8. Quality
of management
of management
(14) (14)
Concern about
Concern
the quality
about the
of quality
management
of management
in insurancein companies
insurance companies
has risen has risen
noticeably since
noticeably
the lastsince
survey,
the last
mainly
survey,
because
mainly
thisbecause
is becoming
this ismore
becoming
of an issue
morein
of an issue in
emerging markets.
emerging
It markets.
was highest
It was
in the
highest
Middle
in the
East,Middle
Asia and
East,the
Asia
Farand
Easttheand
Far East and
lowest in Europe
lowestand
in Europe
North America.
and NorthAmong
America.
the Among
insurance
thetypes,
insurance
it wastypes,
higher
it on
was higher on
the life side the
(No.life
8) side
than(No.
the non-life
8) than the
(No.non-life
11). (No. 11).
For example,
Fortheexample,
head actuary
the head
in aactuary
South East
in a South
Asian insurer
East Asian
said insurer
that thesaid
lackthat
of the lack of
suitable
talent
suitable
had
produced
talent
had
a
produced
“’learn
as
a
you
“’learn
go’
as
mentality
you
go’
which
mentality
has
resulted
which
has
in resulted in
DifficultDifficult
times for
times
for companies
companies not
having in-depth
not having
expertise”,
in-depth and
expertise”,
a Chinese
andrespondent
a Chinese was
respondent
concerned
was concerned
management
managementthat “operational
that “operational
risk broughtrisk
by brought
ill management
by ill management
would bringwould
huge bring
losseshuge
to losses to
insurers”. insurers”.
But concernBut
on concern
this front
on appeared
this frontinappeared
developed
in markets
developed
as markets
well. A asBelgian
well. A Belgian
respondent respondent
felt that management
felt that management
risk was increasing
risk was “as
increasing
memory“asof memory
the pastof the past
disasters is fading
disasters
andis greed
fadingfor
and
high
greed
results
for high
is emerging”
results isand
emerging”
a UK respondent
and a UK felt
respondent felt
that there were
that there
“a number
were “a
of very
number
complacently-run
of very complacently-run
companies with
companies
inadequate
with inadequate
performance”.
performance”.
The specificThe
concerns
specific
listed
concerns
by respondents
listed by respondents
included short-termism,
included short-termism,
bonus fixation,
bonus fixation,
and the quality
and of
thetalent
quality
available,
of talenta available,
Banana Skin
a Banana
which Skin
we look
which
at more
we look
closely
at more
in closely in
No. 19. Many
No.respondents
19. Many respondents
feared that feared
the growth
that the
of regulation
growth of was
regulation
puttingwas
goodputting good
people off from
people
joining
off from
the industry.
joining the
A industry.
US respondent
A US warned
respondent
thatwarned
“as regulation
that “as regulation
increases theincreases
quality of
thethe
quality
people
of willing
the people
to go
willing
in thetobusiness
go in the
willbusiness
decrease”.
will Adecrease”. A
director at adirector
UK life at
company
a UK life
offered
company
a similar
offered
view:
a similar
“I think
view:
the “I
insurance
think theindustry
insurance industry
is blessed with
is blessed
good management;
with good management;
the fact thatthe
they
fact
arethat
doing
theythe
arewrong
doingthings
the wrong
is things is
driven by regulation
driven byand
regulation
accounting
and principles”.
accounting principles”.
However there
However
was also
there
a strong
was also
body
a strong
of respondents
body of respondents
who felt thatwho
management
felt that management
was
was
doing well. doing
The chief
well.risk
Theofficer
chief risk
of a officer
South of
African
a South
composite
African insurer
composite
saidinsurer
that said that
there was “poor
therejudgement
was “poordue
judgement
to commercial
due to commercial
pressures possibly
pressures
butpossibly
not necessarily
but not necessarily
poor management
poor management
as a generalastheme.
a general
Broadly
theme.
myBroadly
view is my
thatview
management
is that management
teams
teams
tend to be tend
well to
experienced
be well experienced
and qualified”.
and Paul
qualified”.
Murphy,
Paulmanaging
Murphy, director
managing
of director of
brokers Australian
brokers Risk
Australian
Advisers,
Risk said
Advisers,
that “management
said that “management
practice haspractice
greatly has greatly
improved. The
improved.
question
The
abides:
question
haveabides:
this risk
have
averse
this risk
group
averse
of managers
group ofgot
managers
the
got the
ability to innovate
ability and
to innovate
grow theand
market?”
grow the market?”

9. Long
9. tail
Long
liabilities
tail liabilities
(7) (7)
Although long
Although
tail liabilities
long tailcame
liabilities
close came
to lastclose
year’s
to last
position
year’s
in position
the ranking,
in the ranking,
suggesting little
suggesting
changelittle
in risk
change
perceptions,
in risk perceptions,
this remainsthis
a problematic
remains a problematic
area for a area for a
number of reasons:
number of
thereasons:
problems
theofproblems
reservingofinreserving
a difficultinfinancial
a difficult
environment,
financial environment,
the unpredictability
the unpredictability
of new and of
unfamiliar
new and risks,
unfamiliar
and ever-changing
risks, and ever-changing
regulatory and
regulatory and
accounting rules.
accounting rules.
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The group who
The group
rankedwho
this ranked
risk highest
this risk
werehighest
the reinsurers
were thewho
reinsurers
put it at
who
No.put5, it at No. 5,
followed byfollowed
non-life by
at No.
non-life
10 and
at No.
life 10
at No.
and 12.
life The
at No.
geographic
12. The geographic
region which
region which
ranked it highest
ranked was
it highest
North was
America
Northat America
No. 4, possibly
at No. 4,because
possibly
of because
what oneof what one
respondent described
respondentasdescribed
a more litigious
as a more
culture.
litigious culture.
This concernThis
withconcern
uncertainty
with was
uncertainty
widespread.
was widespread.
A Swiss insurance
A Swissauditor
insurance
said auditor
that said that
“the risk is “the
morerisk
withis the
more
unknowns
with the-unknowns
there will -likely
there be
will
some
likely
exposure
be somethat
exposure
we
that we
don’t know don’t
about,know
whichabout,
will materialize
which will at
materialize
some point”.
at some
The point”.
chief risk
Theofficer
chief at
risk
a officer at a
Canadian non-life
Canadian
company
non-life
was
company
concerned
wasabout
concerned
“long about
term liabilities
“long term
onliabilities
risks thaton risks that
insurers don't
insurers
know don't
about know
yet. For
about
example,
yet. For
theexample,
next asbestos,
the next
tobacco
asbestos,
or medical;
tobacco or medical;
(medical advances
(medicalmay
advances
lead tomay
more
leadrisk
to as
more
diagnosis
risk asmay
diagnosis
take years).”
may take
Theyears).” The
medical/life medical/life
area got several
area other
got several
mentions
other
because
mentions
of longevity
because ofand
longevity
health issues.
and health issues.
They were summed
They were
up summed
by the chief
up by
risktheofficer
chief of
riskanofficer
accident
of an
compensation
accident compensation
firm in
firm in
New Zealand:
New
“[The
Zealand:
risks “[The
are] partially
risks are]
caused
partially
by acaused
population
by a that
population
not onlythat
gets
not only gets
older but also
older
lives
but aalso
less lives
healthy
a less
life:healthy
people life:
are people
getting are
older,
getting
fatterolder,
and less
fatter and less
healthy thanhealthy
before.”than before.”
Other emerging
Otherareas
emerging
that were
areasmentioned
that were included
mentioned
climate
included
change
climate
and change
the longand the long
tails createdtails
by the
created
increased
by thefrequency
increasedand
frequency
severityand
of natural
severitycatastrophes.”
of natural catastrophes.”
The
The
head of risk head
and compliance
of risk and compliance
at an insureratinanNew
insurer
Zealand,
in New
said
Zealand,
that “the
said
earthquake
that “the earthquake
rebuild programme
rebuild programme
is years fromiscompletion”.
years from completion”.
Awareness of
Awareness
long tail ofrisk
long
is growing
tail risk is
in growing
emerginginmarkets.
emerging
Rosanne
markets.
Bachman,
Rosanne Bachman,
managing director
managing
of director
PinwheelofConsulting
Pinwheel Consulting
in the UK, insaid:
the “As
UK, we
said:
move
“As into
we move into
developing developing
markets, while
markets,
they may
whilenot
they
have
mayhad
notlong
havetail
hadissues
long intailtheissues
past, init the past, it
would be easy
would
to see
be easy
in some
to see
cases
in some
how long
casestail
how
liabilities
long tailwould
liabilities
showwould
up in show
the up in the
future, e.g. pollution
future, e.g.
levels
pollution
in China”.
levels Indian
in China”.
insurers
Indian
have
insurers
a special
have
problem
a special
with
problem with
motor third motor
party liability:
third party
theliability:
insurance
thelaw
insurance
puts nolaw
timeputs
limit
noon
time
claims.
limit Govind
on claims. Govind
Long tail
Long
risktail
is riskJohri,
is a non-life
Johri,consultant,
a non-life said
consultant,
this resulted
said this
in “multiple
resulted in
claims
“multiple
at various
claimslocations
at various locations
in and over periods
growinggrowing
in
and over
stretching
periodsupstretching
to 7-8 years”.
up to 7-8 years”.

emerging
emerging
marketsmarkets

Much of theMuch
commentary
of the commentary
focused on focused
the difficulty
on theofdifficulty
getting reserving
of gettingright
reserving
for right for
these liabilities,
these which
liabilities,
also which
means also
getting
means
the getting
pricing the
right.
pricing
Manyright.
thought
Many
thethought the
industry wasindustry
under-reserved
was under-reserved
in this area.inReflecting
this area. the
Reflecting
concernstheofconcerns
the broking
of the broking
community, community,
a US broker/intermediary
a US broker/intermediary
said that “With
saidunder-reserving,
that “With under-reserving,
this is a largethis is a large
risk to the industry”,
risk to theand
industry”,
a chief risk
and aofficer
chief in
riskBelgium
officer in
said
Belgium
that “bysaid
nature
thatwe
“byare
nature we are
underestimating
underestimating
such impacts”.
such impacts”.
There is also
There
the is
issue
alsoofthe
theissue
cost of
of the
reserving
cost ofwhere
reserving
persistent
wherelow
persistent
long-term
low long-term
interest rates
interest
are forcing
rates are
companies
forcing to
companies
increase toreserves
increaseonreserves
long-tailonbusiness,
long-tail business,
putting a strain
putting
on aearnings
strain on
andearnings
capital, and
and capital,
reducing
and
their
reducing
return their
on equity.
return One
on equity. One
Canadian life
Canadian
insurance
liferespondent
insurance respondent
said that “this
saidisthat
one“this
risk isthat
onecould
risk trigger
that could trigger
consolidation
consolidation
in the market
in as
thesome
market
won't
as some
be able
won't
to settle
be able
on to
allsettle
their on
long
allterm
their long term
commitments”.
commitments”.

10. Political
10. Political
interference
interference
(11) (11)
Political riskPolitical
rose sharply
risk rose
in the
sharply
2011 survey
in the 2011
over survey
concerns
over
about
concerns
sovereign
aboutrisk
sovereign
in
risk in
Europe and Europe
uprisings
and
in uprisings
the Middle
in East.
the Middle
The question
East. The
we question
asked this
weyear
asked
wasthis year was
narrowed tonarrowed
focus on government
to focus on government
interference interference
in the industry
in the
rather
industry
than political
rather than political
stability more
stability
widely.more
Thatwidely.
this riskThat
nudged
this risk
up into
nudged
the top
up 10
intosuggests
the top 10
a suggests a
deteriorationdeterioration
in the often troubled
in the often
relationship
troubled relationship
between governments
between governments
and insurersand
in insurers in
much of the much
world.of the world.
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The key concern
The key
wasconcern
around was
political
around
influence
politicaloninfluence
this year’s
onNo.
this1year’s
risk –No.
regulation
1 risk – regulation
– though its–urgency
though varied
its urgency
regionally.
varied The
regionally.
BananaThe
SkinBanana
came in
Skin
at No.
came
6 in
in Europe,
at No. 6 in Europe,
one respondent
one pointing
respondent
outpointing
that “European
out that regulation
“Europeanisregulation
often guided
is often
by a guided
political
by a political
agenda based
agenda
on thebased
desireonbythe
some
desire
to promote
by some greater
to promote
convergence”.
greater convergence”.
It also cameIt also came
in the top 10ininthe
North
top 10
America,
in North
with
America,
reformwith
of auto
reform
insurance
of autocoverage
insurance
in coverage
Ontario in Ontario
seen as a bigseen
concern
as a big
in Canada.
concern But
in Canada.
the risk But
wasthe
ranked
risk was
muchranked
lowermuch
in thelower
Middle
in the Middle
East Asia and
East
FarAsia
Eastand
Pacific
Far East
regions,
Pacific
particularly
regions, particularly
in Singapore,
in where
Singapore,
the regional
where the regional
chief financial
chief
officer
financial
of a non-life
officer ofinsurer
a non-life
noted:
insurer
“Regulators
noted: “Regulators
and governments
and governments
are
are
slowly become
slowly
more
become
segregated”.
more segregated”.
The level ofThe
sympathy
level offor
sympathy
politicians’
for politicians’
objectives was
objectives
mixed. was
Some
mixed.
took the
Some
view
took the view
that politicalthat
interference
political interference
may be well-intentioned
may be well-intentioned
but was often
butcounter-productive.
was often counter-productive.
A respondent
A from
respondent
Switzerland
from Switzerland
said: “As social
said:and
“Aseconomic
social andpressures
economiccause
pressures cause
Politicians
Politicians
‘don’t ‘don’t
governmentsgovernments
to include sustainability
to include sustainability
responsibilities
responsibilities
in insurers’ in
duties
insurers’
to policy
duties to policy
care how
care how
holders and holders
shareholders,
and shareholders,
without parallel
without
reductions
parallelinreductions
the financial
in the
reporting
financial
and
reporting and
other currentother
legalcurrent
duties,legal
insurers
duties,
willinsurers
be at risk
will
inbe
ways
at risk
thatindefy
ways
current
that defy
risk current risk
insurance
insurance
works’ works’
managementmanagement
capabilities”.
capabilities”.
Graeme Easton,
Graeme
chief
Easton,
life actuary
chief life
at Zurich
actuary
International,
at Zurich International,
though giving
though
this risk
giving
thethis
maximum
risk theseverity
maximum
rating,
severity
commented:
rating, commented:
“but only because
“but only because
we as an industry
we as an
have
industry
laid ourselves
have laidopen
ourselves
to it byopen
not adopting
to it by not
best
adopting
practice”.
best practice”.
But many were
But more
many scathing.
were more
“There
scathing.
is no“There
situation
is no
so situation
bad that government
so bad that government
interferenceinterference
cannot makecannot
it worse”,
makesaid
it worse”,
a US respondent,
said a US respondent,
while another
while
in the
another
UK in the UK
said “Insurers
said
constantly
“Insurersunder-estimate
constantly under-estimate
this threat, believing
this threat,
that
believing
politicians
thatcare
politicians care
about how insurance
about howworks.
insurance
Theyworks.
don't –They
though
don't
luckily
– though
theyluckily
can be they
frightened
can beby
frightened by
what happens
what
when
happens
insurance
whendoesn't
insurance
work”.
doesn't
The work”.
head ofThe
riskhead
management
of risk management
at a
at a
Lloyds syndicate,
Lloydsgiving
syndicate,
the risk
giving
a “4”
theout
risk
ofa“5”
“4”rating
out offor
“5”severity,
rating for
said:
severity,
“It would
said: “It would
be a ‘5’ but be
[thea ‘5’
Solvency
but [the
II Solvency
Directive]IIhas
Directive]
been a shining
has been
example
a shining
of example
wasted of wasted
resources. This
resources.
shouldThis
reduce
should
inclination
reduce to
inclination
launch further
to launch
campaigns
further of
campaigns
similar of similar
magnitude”.magnitude”.
Others saw Others
the industry
saw the
as aindustry
convenient
as a punching
convenientbag
punching
for politicians
bag forpushing
politicians
a pushing a
populist agenda.
populist
“Insurance
agenda. is
“Insurance
seen as a is
soft
seen
target
as athat
softhas
target
no way
that has
to oppose
no waythe
to oppose the
expenses imposed
expenses
on imposed
them by on
opportunistic
them by opportunistic
politicians and
politicians
regulators
andremote
regulators
fromremote from
the business”,
thesaid
business”,
a non-executive
said a non-executive
director of adirector
UK lifeof
insurer.
a UK life
Thomas
insurer.
Kaiser,
Thomas Kaiser,
President ofPresident
SeaVista of
Management
SeaVista Management
in the US, said:
in the
“people
US, said:
in government
“people in government
today are today are
anti-business,
anti-business,
tend to see insurance
tend to seeasinsurance
a benefit as
anda benefit
have continued
and havetocontinued
weaken to weaken
underwriting”.
underwriting”.
A related point
A related
was that
point
thewas
industry
that the
wasindustry
– somewas
felt –unfairly
some felt
– still
unfairly
under–heavy
still under heavy
political scrutiny
political
after
scrutiny
the crisis.
afterOne
the responded
crisis. Onebemoaned
respondedits
bemoaned
treatmentits“as
treatment
if it
“as if it
were as dangerous
were asasdangerous
the worstas
ofthe
theworst
banks”
of and
the banks”
the common
and the
perception
commonthat
perception
it was that it was
susceptible to
susceptible
systemic to
risk
systemic
– both erroneous
risk – bothviews,
erroneous
he said.
views,
Another
he said.
saidAnother
that said that
although thealthough
increased
thefocus
increased
on financial
focus on
services
financial
more
services
widelymore
was widely
natural,was
political
natural, political
uncertainty uncertainty
made it “harder
madeoritimpossible
“harder or to
impossible
design new
to design
long term
newproducts”.
long term products”.

11. Distribution
11. Distribution
channels
channels
(9) (9)
Although the
Although
risk in managing
the risk indistribution
managing distribution
channels is no
channels
longerisamong
no longer
the Top
among
Tenthe Top Ten
Banana Skins,
Banana
it is Skins,
still seen
it isasstill
oneseen
of the
as one
major
of strategic
the majorchallenges
strategic facing
challenges
the facing the
industry. Get
industry.
it wrong,
Getand
it wrong,
you could
and lose
you the
could
whole
lose of
thegeneration
whole of Y’s
generation
business.
Y’s business.
This was a risk
Thisof
was
particular
a risk ofinterest
particular
to the
interest
life industry
to the life
(No.
industry
6) and(No.
to brokers
6) and(No.
to brokers (No.
10).
10).
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The great majority
The great
of majority
our respondents
of our respondents
agreed that agreed
the insurance
that theindustry
insurance
hadindustry
been had been
very slow to
very
adopt
slownew
to adopt
distribution
new distribution
technology technology
for reasons for
of conservatism,
reasons of conservatism,
cost,
cost,
failure to understand
failure to understand
etc., but alsoetc.,
outbut
of aalso
pardonable
out of a pardonable
belief that traditional
belief thatpersonal
traditional personal
contact and contact
advice were
and advice
essential
were
parts
essential
of the parts
offering.
of the offering.
A respondent
A respondent
from Hong from
KongHong
said Kong
there was
said “an
thereunwillingness
was “an unwillingness
to change -toorchange - or
adopt new technology.
adopt new technology.
Too many believe
Too many
thatbelieve
the complexity
that the complexity
of the product
of the
requires
product requires
direct contact
direct
withcontact
a financial
with adviser.”
a financialAadviser.”
Danish respondent
A Danish respondent
said that thesaid
industry
that the industry
had been “saved”
had been
by “saved”
the fact that
by the
many
factof
that
its many
products
of its
were
products
too complex
were too
to complex
be sold to be sold
on the Internet.
on the Internet.
whether,ofand
whether,
how far,
and
agents
how and
far, agents
financial
andadvisers
financial
have
advisers
a role have
to a role to
Products
Products
‘too ‘tooThe questionTheof question
play in the new
play world
in the of
new
electronic
world ofdistribution
electronic distribution
lies at the heart
lies at
of the
the heart
debate,
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A few respondents
A few respondents
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the risk
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overdependence
on new ontechnologies.
new technologies.
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a not
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14. Reputation
14. Reputation
(16) (16)
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services services
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after the
butcrisis,
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time. last
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be worse – individual companies could be damaged but the industry not”, was the
frank assessment of one respondent from the Czech Republic.
Others maintained that the public image of insurers has always been poor – but that
this has ultimately had little material impact. Adrian Rossignolo, actuarial manager
at Provincia Seguros in Argentina, said: “As long as there are few alternatives to
traditional insurers, poor reputation will have no bearing on the industry”. But it was
also pointed out that especially in the social media age, customers are more likely to
abandon particular brands as a result of negative coverage.
A few respondents were more sanguine, comparing the industry’s perception
favourably with that of banking. “Still a much better image than the banking world,
with the banks taking the heat for PPI [Payment Protection Insurance]”, said one.
But David Thomson, director of the UK’s Chartered Insurance Institute, warned:
“the potential [of reputational damage] could be considerable if the insurance
industry believes that the lessons of banking are not a salutary warning to get its
own house in order to anticipate future reputational issues”.

15. Change management (-)
We introduced Change Management as a Banana Skin for this first time this year
because it seems that the insurance industry might be on the threshold of important
structural changes, under pressure from difficult markets and new regulation –
among many other considerations. The result put it in the middle of the rankings, but
with clear indications in respondents’ comments that they are giving this issue
thought.
This was a special concern for the reinsurance industry where it came No. 7. Nonlife ranked it No. 14 and life No. 16.
The chief risk officer of a large Australian non-life company said that “given the
pace of change in response to current economic challenges, organisations now face
heightened execution risk through major transformation initiatives.” Michel
Dacorogna, deputy group CRO of SCOR in Switzerland, said that change
management was “certainly a point of concern. The reshaping of the industry has
brought together different companies, and integration issues can be important,
particularly in IT.”
The pressures include the need to rationalise operations to save costs, to respond to
regulatory pressure to improve financial strength, to protect market share, and to
achieve a more solid position in what are by any standards difficult times. More
opportunistically, respondents also saw insurance companies going for riskier deals
driven by managerial motivations, as one said, “that lack shareholder control”. A
vice-president at a large Swiss insurer said that such risks lay “especially with the
current high focus in some high growth markets e.g. Indonesia - where the chance is
high that it gets overheated.”
The trouble, as many respondents acknowledged, is that the insurance sector is not
good at restructuring. Peter Heinen, quality manager at DEKRA in the Netherlands,
said that “investments in new markets/companies have proven to be a black hole, or
at least dark grey.” An actuary in New Zealand said that “modern companies
certainly are aware of, and may focus on, change management. However change
management is often poorly executed and thus typically fails.”
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concerns
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that not
excess
justcapital
that excess
wouldcapital
damage
would
the market,
damage but
the that
market,
broader
but that broader
economic conditions
economic could
conditions
change
could
and change
put the and
process
put the
intoprocess
reverse.into
Kristmann
reverse. Kristmann
Larsson underwriting
Larsson underwriting
manager at Vordur
managerInsurance
at Vordur
in Insurance
Iceland said
in Iceland
that “a changing
said that “a changing
climate mustclimate
rank very
must
high
rank
onvery
whathigh
insurers
on what
mustinsurers
look out
must
for.look
The out
availability
for. The of
availability of
capital is relatively
capital ishigh
relatively
now inhigh
the industry,
now in the
[but]
industry,
the industry
[but] the
must
industry
be ready
must
to be ready to
accept that ifaccept
serious
that
losses
if serious
occur,losses
capitaloccur,
may go
capital
elsewhere,
may goespecially
elsewhere,if especially
economic if economic
conditions improve.”
conditionsSome
improve.”
even welcomed
Some eventhe
welcomed
prospect the
of tighter
prospect
capital
of tighter
conditions
capital conditions
because this because
would produce
this would
a capacity
produceshake-out.
a capacityAshake-out.
respondentAfrom
respondent
Romania
from
said
Romania said
this would get
this
ridwould
of “dumpers”.
get rid of A
“dumpers”.
respondentAfrom
respondent
a US non-life
from a company
US non-life
said
company
that
said that
“a reduction “a
would
reduction
actually
would
helpactually
bring pricing
help bring
backpricing
to soundness”.
back to soundness”.
However some
However
respondents
some respondents
saw a capitalsaw
shortage.
a capital
In shortage.
the Far East
In the
theyFar
said
East
that
they
a said that a
further set offurther
naturalsetcatastrophes
of natural catastrophes
would put severe
wouldstrain
put severe
on their
strain
capacity.
on their
Others
capacity. Others
said that capital
said that
was capital
very conservative
was very conservative
and was notand
available
was notto available
support new
to support new
products andproducts
innovative
andbusiness
innovative
models.
business models.
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17. Corporate governance (8)
The perceived risks in corporate governance have fallen quite sharply, reflecting the
view that much has been done to strengthen insurance company boardrooms, though
possibly with some way still to go. This perception applied broadly across the
industry.
The corporate finance director of a UK reinsurer said: “I think governance and
insight have been improving at a fast rate.” In Singapore the head of finance at a
large international life company said that “corporate governance has already gone
through a step change and the risk is now much lower than previously.”
But others were more cautious.
“Economic stagnation in the developed
Andrew Cunningham, of corporate
countries and the current growth in
governance advisers Darien Middle
emerging or high growth markets might
East, said that “corporate governance,
lead to a power shift over time. But this
across the financial industry, has
has its implications as societies with
improved over the last few years, but
different cultures and values will come
it takes time for skills on the board to
into the focus of the insurance industries,
be upgraded, and for cultures of
and this could lead as well to a change in
control
to
be
strengthened.
the way insurance actually works and the
Governance therefore remains a threat
value proposition it has to provide. This
to insurance companies.” Some
shift leads, at least for a certain period of
expressed a similar concern in the
time, to a power vacuum and political
context of growing pressure on
instability.”
insurers to raise profits in difficult
Strategy analyst, reinsurance
economic circumstances. The chief
Switzerland
risk officer of a large Belgian
composite insurer said: “I see an
increasing focus on unrealistic results coming back”.
There were also concerns about the quality of boards and directors. The head of risk
at a Dutch insurer said the governance scene in the Netherlands was “still a bit of an
old boys’ network. Board members say they have changed, but this is not shown in
their actions.” Some also felt that boards did not contain enough insurance
experience. In Turkey, a finance director said, “A lot of company boards are
dominated by bankers.” The CEO of a UK underwriter said “The main risk here is
getting enough high quality and skilled execs and non-execs prepared to take the
risks of operating in a heavily regulated business”.
Regulation is clearly having a big impact on this issue. A respondent from Canada
said that the country’s insurance sector was well governed “with continuing
regulatory focus likely to ‘up the ante’ and another from New Zealand said that
“new regulations have put an increased emphasis on this, and boards appear to be
cognizant of their responsibilities”. In Italy, an insurance broker said that
“regulations are stringent and boards of directors are often poorly prepared. It may
be that the fear of punishment will lead [them to raise their] guard. We will see”.
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18. Climate
Climate
18. Climate
change
change
change
(20)
(20) (20)
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nature
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change
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rather
change
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rather
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size
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size of
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sector:
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property
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No.
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No.
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while
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serious
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concerns
serious
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concerns
related
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sheerunpredictability
to
unpredictability
its sheer unpredictability
and
andthe
theinability
inability
and the inability
ofofforecasters
forecasters
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produceaccurate
to
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models.
models.
accurate
“It's
“It's
models.
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known
“It's
unknown,
unknown,
a knownand
and
unknown,
impossible
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andtoimpossible
to
to
plan
planfor.
for.ItItwill
plan
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for.
emerge
It will
over
over
emerge
such
suchaaover
long
longsuch
time
timeathat
that
long
we
we
time
won't
won't
that
be
bewe
able
able
won't
totoreact”,
react”,
be able
said
said
to react”, said
the
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chiefrisk
risk
the
officer
officer
chiefof
risk
ofaamultinational
officer
multinational
of a multinational
financial
financialservices
services
financial
company
company
services
inincompany
the
theUK,
UK,giving
giving
in the UK, giving
this
thisBanana
Bananathis
Skin
Skin
Banana
aamaximum
maximum
Skin aseverity
severity
maximum
rating.
rating.
severity
Another
Another
rating.
respondent
respondent
Another in
respondent
inNew
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in New Zealand
said:
said:“The
“Therisk
said:
riskofof
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riskchange
of
change
climate
cannot
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change
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cannot
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butthat
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but
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isisain
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risk.”
risk.”
Several
Several respondents
respondents
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noted
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the difficulty
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theofof
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risk because
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this risk
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whononetheless
nonetheless
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2 out of
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rating.
5 severity rating.
AAminority
minoritywere
Awere
minority
sceptical
sceptical
were
about
about
sceptical
the
theevidence
evidence
about the
supporting
supporting
evidence climate
supporting
climatechange;
change;
climate
one
onechange;
said
said one said
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this
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“political
“political
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not
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and notOthers
Others
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believed
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butthat
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struggle
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issue
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panic
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the panic
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said
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one
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19.
19. Human
Human
19. Human
resources
resources
resources
(6)
(6) (6)
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After
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the
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practices and
practices
predominantly
and predominantly
old-school male
old-school
environments
male environments
do not attract
do the
not best
attract the best
people,” warned
people,”
an actuary
warnedinanNew
actuary
Zealand.
in New Zealand.
Others bemoaned
Othersthe
bemoaned
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the lack of
expertise
specialist
around,
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particularly
around, particularly
at higher levels
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“The insurance
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number
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the new guard
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through
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through
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learning,”
the head
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at a
at a
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is exacerbated
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by the complexity
increasing complexity
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skill levels
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skill levels
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thanfive
they
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were five years
ago and there
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a dearth
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of people
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necessary said
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the UK. But
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take should
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On the other
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officer
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of in
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Banana SkinBanana
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Skin
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20. Product
20. Product
development
development
(24) (24)
This BananaThis
SkinBanana
alwaysSkin
throws
always
up sharp
throws
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between those
between
who think
those who think
the insurance
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insurance
is industry
innovative,
is innovative,
and those who
and don’t.
those who
The don’t.
divisionThe
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not
has not
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muchand
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consumer driven.
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Adapt
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We or die. We
James PortelliJames Portelli
can no longer
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General manager
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But others felt
But that
others
what
feltpassed
that what
for passed for
innovation in
innovation
the insurance
in theindustry
insurance industry
was often less
wasthan
often
it seemed.
less thanAn
it seemed.
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Ana actuary
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about “spurious
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industry
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little in and
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experience
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customers
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(using
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digital
(using digital
tools).” From
tools).”
Germany,
FromVolker
Germany,
P. Andelfinger
Volker P. Andelfinger
CEO of Palatinus
CEO ofConsulting,
Palatinus Consulting,
said
said
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that “new that
products
“newmean
products
just mean
slightlyjustchanged
slightlywordings,
changed most
wordings,
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most of them
untransparent.”
untransparent.”
A brake onAinnovation,
brake on innovation,
some respondents
some respondents
felt, was regulatory
felt, was risk
regulatory
now that
risk now that
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taking were
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taking
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“treating
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through
this is is
a risk
that on
thisthe
is arise.
risk on the rise.
The main concern
The main
is that
concern
socialismedia
that social
amplifies
media
reputational
amplifies reputational
risk because risk
of the
because of the
Facebook
Facebook
risks risks
speed and unpredictability
speed and unpredictability
with which itwith
enables
which
negative
it enables
stories
negative
to escalate.
stories “Any
to escalate. “Any
are appearing
are appearing
grievance cangrievance
go viral can
verygo
quickly,
viral very
leaving
quickly,
insurers
leaving
facing
insurers
what is
facing
in effect
whata isclass
in effect a class
action,” saidaction,”
Jonathansaid
Hall,
Jonathan
generalHall,
manager
general
at Friends
managerProvidence
at Friends International.
Providence International.
on the horizon
on the horizon
Others described
Others
thedescribed
medium as
the“amedium
complete
as pest
“a complete
used by pest
the discontented”
used by the discontented”
and “the
and “the
elephant in room”.
elephant in room”.

This is exacerbated
This is exacerbated
its perceiveditslack
perceived
of oversight
lack of
– “a
oversight
law unto
– “a
itself;
law so
unto
much
itself; so much
unedited script”,
unedited
as one
script”,
respondent
as oneput
respondent
it – and the
put ensuing
it – and difficulty
the ensuing
of difficulty
controllingof controlling
damaging rumours,
damaging
even
rumours,
if they even
are untrue.
if theyThe
are country
untrue. The
president
country
of president
an insurerofinan insurer in
Singapore said:
Singapore
“Misinformed
said: “Misinformed
readers willreaders
form will
certain
formperceptions
certain perceptions
of
of
organisations.organisations.
Rightly or wrongly,
Rightly insurers
or wrongly,
mustinsurers
brace themselves
must braceand
themselves
be prepared
and be prepared
to respond totoand
respond
mitigate
to and
any mitigate
adverse comments
any adverseorcomments
feedback”.orAnother
feedback”.
respondent
Another respondent
in Turkey said:
in Turkey
“Loyalty
said:
in the
“Loyalty
retail insurance
in the retail
industry
insurance
is relatively
industry low.
is relatively
Misleading
low. Misleading
information spread
information
by social
spread
media
by social
may cause
mediairrecoverable
may cause irrecoverable
damage”. damage”.
Many focussed
Many
on focussed
the positives,
on the
however,
positives,
andhowever,
several argued
and several
that the
argued
biggest
that risk
the biggest risk
comes from comes
firms failing
from firms
to embrace
failing the
to embrace
new platforms.
the new“Insurers
platforms.
need
“Insurers
to stopneed to stop
worrying about
worrying
the risks
about
andthe
start
risks
thinking
and start
about
thinking
the benefits…
about theit benefits…
seems to be
it seems
the to be the
last industry last
to adopt
industry
social
to adopt
media,”
social
said media,”
Chris Sandilands,
said Chris aSandilands,
consultant ainconsultant
the UK. in the UK.
Others were Others
optimistic
were
that
optimistic
the increased
that the
transparency
increased transparency
could rewardcould
companies
rewardwith
companies with
good business
good
practices
business
andpractices
compel those
and compel
that behave
those poorly
that behave
to improve.
poorly A
to Newimprove. A NewZealand based
Zealand
actuarybased
said:actuary
“Insurers
said:
will“Insurers
have to recognise
will have to
thatrecognise
they cannot
that control
they cannot control
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social mediasocial
like perhaps
media like
theyperhaps
could traditional
they couldmedia.
traditional
Theymedia.
will have
Theytowill
act openly
have to act openly
and fairly atand
all times”.
fairly at all times”.
“Most insurers
“Most
areinsurers
well behind
are well
in recognising
behind in recognising
and considering
and considering
social mediasocial
risksmedia risks
and engaging
andappropriately,”
engaging appropriately,”
said Mike Looney,
said Mike
national
Looney,
manager
nationalat manager
Australia’s
at Australia’s
Blue Broking.
Blue“This
Broking.
is not“This
surprising,
is not though,
surprising,
because
though,
it isbecause
generally
it israre
generally
to findrare to find
large maturelarge
businesses
mature with
businesses
a real culture
with a real
of innovation;
culture of innovation;
they typically
they
follow
typically
one follow one
another instead
another
of leading”.
instead of leading”.

22. Crime
22. Crime
(22) (22)
No change in
Noposition
change for
in position
this risk,for
which
this risk,
has never
whichmade
has never
much made
of an much
impactofonanthis
impact on this
survey. Respondents
survey. Respondents
generally saw
generally
crime as
saw
a manageable
crime as a manageable
if widespread
if widespread
frustration, frustration,
though among
though
brokers
among
andbrokers
intermediaries
and intermediaries
it ranked at it
No.
ranked
10. at No. 10.
The link between
The link
recession
betweenand
recession
fraud was
andwidely
fraud was
noted.
widely
“It’s noted.
almost“It’s
a given
almost
these
a given these
days”, said days”,
the vicesaid
president
the viceofpresident
a US underwriter.
of a US underwriter.
“The fight continues
“The fightbut
continues
the best but the best
we hope forwe
is to
hope
minimize
for is tothe
minimize
size of losses.”
the size of losses.”
Several respondents
Several respondents
opined that opined
insurersthat
hadinsurers
not been
hadvigilant
not been
enough.
vigilant
“Rampant
enough. “Rampant
fraudulent
claims
fraudulent
are
being
claims
paid
are
without
being
paid
any
without
perceptible
any
perceptible
effort
to
tackle
effort
the
to
bull
tackle
by the bull by
Crime is
Crime
‘almost
is ‘almost
the horn”, said
the horn”,
one respondent
said one in
respondent
India. This
in may
India.beThis
because
may it
beisbecause
cheaperittois treat
cheaper
it to treat it
a givena given
as a cost ofasdoing
a costbusiness
of doingthan
business
to try than
and stamp
to try and
it out.
stamp
Damon
it out.
Burke,
Damon
claims
Burke, claims
United Fire
at United
Group Fire
in theGroup
US, said:
in the“Insurance
US, said: carriers
“Insurance
are carriers
not as quick
are not as quick
these days’
these days’ supervisor atsupervisor
to place anytoimportance
place any importance
on detectingonand
detecting
fightingand
fraud
fighting
wherefraud
the legal
whereexpenses
the legal expenses
will be far greater
will bethan
far greater
the costthan
to negotiate
the cost to
and
negotiate
settle a and
questionable
settle a questionable
claim.”
claim.”
The other main
The concern
other main
wasconcern
cyber-crime,
was cyber-crime,
particularly particularly
around dataaround
theft, online
data theft,
fraudonline fraud
and identityand
theft,
identity
whichtheft,
can affect
whichinsurance
can affectcompanies
insurance directly
companies
anddirectly
the risks
and
they
the risks they
insure. “Scarcely
insure.a “Scarcely
month passes
a month
without
passes
warnings
withoutthat
warnings
the risksthat
of the
cyber-crime
risks of cyber-crime
and
and
poor security
poor
aresecurity
tendingare
to exceed
tending previous
to exceedexpectations”,
previous expectations”,
said one respondent,
said one respondent,
while otherswhile
described
othersthe
described
threat asthe“fast
threat
growing”,
as “fast “highly
growing”,
underestimated”
“highly underestimated”
and
and
“not attracting
“notenough
attracting
attention
enoughatattention
board level”
at board
– especially
level” – as
especially
more businesses
as more businesses
adopt cloudadopt
technology
cloud and
technology
export their
and export
back offices
their back
to cut
offices
costs.to cut costs.
Others wereOthers
more sanguine.
were moreInsanguine.
the US, one
In the
respondent
US, one said:
respondent
“internal
said:
controls
“internal
tend
controls tend
to be good to
andbeinsurers
good and
have
insurers
been very
have cautious
been very
in cautious
their adoption
in theirofadoption
technology.
of technology.
This is not aThis
fertile
is not
areaa for
fertile
cyber-crime”.
area for cyber-crime”.
Others suggested
Othersthat
suggested
this wasthat
more
thisa was
risk more a risk
for banks than
for insurance
banks thancompanies.
insurance companies.

23. Complex
23. Complex
instruments
instruments
(19) (19)
Four years Four
ago, this
yearsBanana
ago, this
Skin
Banana
stood Skin
at No.stood
8 when
at No.
AIG’s
8 when
brushAIG’s
with brush
disasterwith disaster
The temptation
The temptation
exposed theexposed
risk of the
dabbling
risk ofindabbling
exotic structured
in exotic deals.
structured
Sincedeals.
then, Since
it hasthen,
fallenit has fallen
of higher
of higher
sharply as the
sharply
industry
as the
absorbed
industry
theabsorbed
lessons, the
andlessons,
the regulators
and theclosed
regulators
in. closed in.
returnsreturns
Paul Fohl, Paul
chiefFohl,
risk chief
officerrisk
at Foyer
officer Assurances
at Foyer Assurances
in Luxembourg,
in Luxembourg,
said that said that
“derivative “derivative
and exotic and
products
exotic need
products
an excellent
need an understanding
excellent understanding
and strict and strict
procedures procedures
of control, ofotherwise
control, the
otherwise
risks can
the be
risks
significant”.
can be significant”.
A reinsurerAinreinsurer in
Bermuda struck
Bermuda
a similar
struck
note:
a similar
“I think,
note:
for“Ithe
think,
most,forpart
theinsurers
most, part
andinsurers
reinsurers
andare
reinsurers are
pretty smartpretty
in thissmart
area. in
AIG
thistaught
area. AIG
us alltaught
a lesson.”
us all a lesson.”
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Insurers do use
Insurers
derivatives,
do use mainly
derivatives,
for hedging
mainly rather
for hedging
than speculative
rather thanpurposes
speculative
but,purposes but,
as many respondents
as many asserted,
respondents
withasserted,
prudence.
with
A prudence.
US brokerAsaid
US “There
broker is
said
always
“There
a is always a
risk, but maintaining
risk, but maintaining
a conservative
a conservative
portfolio as portfolio
prescribedasbyprescribed
the NAICbyshould
the NAIC should
mitigate this mitigate
risk”. this risk”.
Regulators play
Regulators
an important
play anrole
important
in this area.
role in
Many
this countries
area. Many
reported
countries
thatreported
they that they
were not allowed
were to
notdeal
allowed
in derivatives;
to deal in others
derivatives;
said they
others
were
said
closely
they were
watched.
closely
Clive
watched. Clive
Briault, managing
Briault, director,
managing
Risk
director,
and Regulation
Risk and Consulting
Regulation in
Consulting
London, in
said:
London, said:
“Hopefully this
“Hopefully
is more this
carefully
is more
managed
carefully
andmanaged
controlled
andpost-AIG.
controlledAnd
post-AIG.
this willAnd this will
be a particular
befocus
a particular
of supervisory
focus ofattention
supervisory
for attention
systemically
for systemically
important insurers.”
important insurers.”
If there is a risk
If there
now,isitaisrisk
thatnow,
insurers
it is that
get tempted
insurers back
get tempted
into theback
speculative
into thefield
speculative
in
field in
search of higher
search
returns.
of higher
The returns.
head of The
risk head
at a Dutch
of risknon-life
at a Dutch
company
non-life
saidcompany
that “It said that “It
feels the industry
feels the
has industry
a short has
memory
a short
andmemory
the same
andthing
the could
same thing
happencould
again,
happen again,
because we because
need to grow
we need
andtoincrease
grow and
profits
increase
for shareholders”.
profits for shareholders”.
Davide Ferrara,
Davide Ferrara,
partner in CSC
partner
UK in
thought
CSC UK
the risk
thought
was the
“High,
risk very
was “High,
high, especially
very high,asespecially
[insurers] as [insurers]
turn to these turn
for the
to these
increased
for the
ROI
increased
they areROI
seeking
they in
arewhat
seeking
is a in
very
what
lowis(or
a very
evenlow (or even
negative) yield
negative)
environment
yield environment
in most majorincurrencies”.
most major currencies”.

24. Reinsurance
24. Reinsurance
(21) (21)
The risks in the
Thereinsurance
risks in thefield
reinsurance
come infield
two come
sorts depending
in two sortsondepending
whether you
on whether
are a you are a

buyerFor
or aa while
seller.this
Forhas
a while
beenthis
a buyer’s
has been
market
a buyer’s
wheremarket
the risks
where
lie in
thetherisks lie in the
‘Rates are
‘Rates are buyer or a seller.
possibility ofpossibility
a change of
fora the
change
worse:
forofthea worse:
shrinkage
of ain shrinkage
the marketin and
the amarket
rise inand a rise in
ridiculously
low’ reinsurance
ridiculously
low’ rates.
reinsurance
For therates.
seller,
For
thethe
risks
seller,
are the
thatrisks
capacity
are that
willcapacity
not shrink,
willand
notthat
shrink, and that
competition will
competition
eventually
willdrive
eventually
you outdrive
of business.
you out of business.
Most respondents
Most respondents
on the buy side
on the
reported
buy side
thatreported
availability
that was
availability
strong and
was rates
strong and rates
were good. The
were
chief
good.
riskThe
officer
chiefofrisk
a South
officer
African
of a South
life company
African life
saidcompany
that theresaid
wasthat there was
“significant reinsurance
“significant capacity,
reinsurance
andcapacity,
I can’t see
and how
I can’t
the see
economic
how theclimate
economic
will climate will
reduce that over
reduce
the that
nextover
3-5 the
years”.
nextA3-5
couple
years”.
of respondents
A couple of went
respondents
so far as
went
to say:
so far as to say:
“Reinsurance“Reinsurance
is too cheap”is (Belgium),
too cheap” and
(Belgium),
“the rates
andand
“theterms
ratesare
andridiculously
terms are ridiculously
low” (India).low” (India).
The concernThe
on the
concern
buy side
on the
is that
buy aside
further
is that
round
a further
of natural
roundcatastrophes
of natural catastrophes
could
could
shake out theshake
market
outand
theproduce
market and
a rise
produce
in rates.a rise
A respondent
in rates. Afrom
respondent
New Zealand,
from New
a Zealand, a
country verycountry
much invery
the much
recent infiring
the recent
line, said
firing
thatline,
“Wesaid
have
thatseen
“Weanhave
increase
seen inan increase in
the number of
themajor
number
catastrophes
of major catastrophes
in recent times,
in recent
and I wonder
times, and
what
I wonder
the impact
whatwill
the impact will
be if this trend
be continues
if this trend
on continues
the industry
on and
the industry
how thisand
willhow
impact
thison
will
theimpact
availability
on the availability
and pricing ofand
reinsurance”.
pricing of reinsurance”.
A shake-out Acould
shake-out
also come
couldfrom
also acome
different
fromtype
a different
of catastrophe:
type of catastrophe:
the failure ofthe failure of
reinsurance firms,
reinsurance
whichfirms,
is whywhich
another
is why
risk another
– counterparty
risk – counterparty
risk – features
riskin–this
features in this
category. A Malaysian
category. Arespondent
Malaysiansaid
respondent
he was concerned
said he wasabout
concerned
“rate softening
about “rate
andsoftening and
credit risk increase
credit risk
due increase
to possibility
due toofpossibility
reinsurer default”.
of reinsurer default”.
From the reinsurance
From theperspective,
reinsurance the
perspective,
risk is that
thethings
risk iswon’t
that things
change.
won’t
The change.
CFO of aThe CFO of a
Bermuda-based
Bermuda-based
reinsurer saidreinsurer
that “From
saidathat
financial
“Fromperspective
a financial the
perspective
main concerns
the main concerns
are the continued
are thesoft
continued
rate environment,
soft rate environment,
particularly with
particularly
respect with
to casualty
respect and
to casualty and
long tail lineslong
of business,
tail lines combined
of business,
with
combined
low investment
with lowyields
investment
on theyields
asset side
on the
of asset side of
the balance sheet.
the balance
Excesssheet.
capital
Excess
looking
capital
for an
looking
entreefor
intoanthe
entree
reinsurance
into the markets
reinsurance markets
is having a negative
is having
effect
a negative
on reinsurance
effect onpricing.”
reinsurance pricing.”
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The problemThe
of excess
problemcapacity
of excess
wascapacity
widely was
stated
widely
to be stated
a key to
issue
be aforkey
theissue
sector.
for the sector.
Another Bermuda-based
Another Bermuda-based
insurer saidinsurer
that “capital
said that
coming
“capital
intocoming
the catastrophe
into the catastrophe
market withmarket
lower return
with lower
hurdles
return
presents
hurdles
a real
presents
challenge
a realtochallenge
traditionaltoreinsurers
traditional reinsurers
and will likely
andcontinue
will likely
to do
continue
so if investment
to do so ifreturns
investment
remain
returns
so low”.
remain so low”.
A US broker/intermediary
A US broker/intermediary
said that there
said had
thatbeen
there“ahad
change
been in
“a focus
changetowards
in focus towards
reinsurance reinsurance
companies and
companies
capital coming
and capital
fromcoming
a muchfrom
largea hedge
much large
fund industry.
hedge fund
I industry. I
believe that believe
in 20-30that
years,
in 20-30
hedgeyears,
fundshedge
will own
funds
most
willofown
the insurance
most of theindustry.
insurance
In industry. In
the next 2-3the
years,
nextwe
2-3may
years,
see we
(and
may
may
seehave
(andalready
may have
seen)
already
the seeds
seen)ofthe
thisseeds
long of this long
term strategyterm
sown”.
strategy sown”.

25. Back
25. office
Back (17)
office (17)
The rankingThe
of Back
ranking
Office
of Back
risk has
Office
beenrisk
up has
andbeen
downupinand
thisdown
survey
inover
this survey
the years,
over the years,
probably depending
probablyon
depending
whether on
there
whether
had recently
there had
been
recently
any severe
been incidents.
any severeThis
incidents. This
year, there have
year,not
there
andhave
the placing
not and has
the fallen
placing
accordingly.
has fallen accordingly.
The concerns
The
this
concerns
time arethis
very
time
close
are very close
continual
is pressure
continual to
pressure to
to those expressed
to those in
expressed
recent years,
in recent“There
years, is “There
upgrade
while
in
flight;
it
is
like
upgrade
while
in
flight;
it is like
clustering around
clustering
issues
around
of efficiency
issues of efficiency
and
resilience,
and
resilience,
adequacy adequacy
of
of the
changing
engine the
on aengine
racingon
cara racing car
changing
investment, investment,
operational operational
risk and riskwhile
and
on thewhile
Circuit”.
on the Circuit”.
security. There
security.wereThere
no were
markedno Rodger
marked Oates
Rodger Oates
differences in
differences
the ratinginofthe
thisrating
risk by
of this Partner
risk by
Partner
different insurance
different
sectors.
insurance sectors.
TCS, UK
TCS, UK

Too many
Too many
companies
companies
living living
Those respondents
Those respondents
who gave itwho
a high
gave it a high
ranking
the stressed
need forthe
constant
need for
improvement
constant improvement
in a fast changing
in a fast
business
changing
andbusiness and
off ‘legacy ranking stressed
off ‘legacy
regulatory environment,
regulatory environment,
and the highand
price
theofhigh
failure
priceinoflost
failure
revenue
in lost
andrevenue
damaged
and damaged
systems’
systems’ reputation. The
reputation.
chief risk
Theofficer
chief of
riska officer
South African
of a South
composite
Africaninsurer
composite
said insurer
that thesaid that the
back office back
“will office
be a key
“will
requirement
be a key requirement
/ constraint /toconstraint
ensure operational
to ensure efficiency
operational efficiency
both from the
both
perspective
from the perspective
of maintaining
of maintaining
costs as wellcosts
as providing
as well asquality
providing
service
quality service
to policyholders.
to policyholders.
Both of these
Bothelements
of thesewill
elements
attract will
significant
attract attention
significantbyattention by
managementmanagement
and the regulator”.
and the regulator”.
The adequacy
Theofadequacy
industry investment
of industry in
investment
this area was
in this
an area
issuewas
thatanconcerned
issue thatmany
concerned many
respondents.respondents.
Many felt that
Manyit felt
still that
facedit astill
spending
faced asqueeze,
spendingwith
squeeze,
potentially
with potentially
disastrous consequences
disastrous consequences
if there was ifa there
sharp was
rise ainsharp
stress.rise
“Cost
in stress.
reduction
“Costpressure
reduction pressure
will cause a will
lackcause
of capacity”,
a lack ofsaid
capacity”,
a respondent
said a from
respondent
Hungary.
from
. InHungary.
New Zealand,
. In New
a Zealand, a
respondent said:
respondent
“The back
said:office
“The may
backhave
officebeen
mayless
have
of been
a focus
lessinofgood
a focus
years,
in good
with years, with
low investment
low in
investment
governance
in governance
and process.and
This
process.
means This
a riskmeans
of inefficiency,
a risk of inefficiency,
let
let
alone poor capacity
alone poor
andcapacity
lack of resilience.”
and lack of resilience.”
Some also Some
made the
also point
madethat
the too
point
many
that insurance
too manycompanies
insurance were
companies
living were
off living off
“legacy” systems
“legacy”
having
systems
failedhaving
to make
failed
the to
necessary
make theinvestments.
necessary investments.
An independent
An independent
intermediaryintermediary
in the Netherlands
in the Netherlands
said: “The cost
said:of“The
legacy
costis of
huge
legacy
- butis even
huge more
- but even more
important isimportant
the fact that
is the
legacy
fact systems
that legacy
prevent
systems
innovation”.
prevent innovation”.
The need forThe
insurers
need for insurers
to be able totomeet
be able
newtodistribution
meet new distribution
technologiestechnologies
such as internet
such selling
as internet
and smart
selling and smart
phone apps was
phone
stressed.
apps was stressed.
Whether regulation
Whether was
regulation
hindering
was orhindering
helping or
washelping
a matter
wasofa debate.
matter of
Many
debate. Many
respondents respondents
felt that the volume
felt that of
thenew
volume
regulation
of newpresented
regulation
thepresented
biggest challenge
the biggest
to challenge to
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the performance
the performance
of the back of
office.
the back
The chief
office.financial
The chief
officer
financial
of a officer
Bermuda-based
of a Bermuda-based
reinsurer said
reinsurer
that “new
said regulatory
that “new requirements
regulatory requirements
pose huge un-discussed
pose huge un-discussed
risks to
risks to
many back many
offices.back
Sidecars,
offices.collateralized
Sidecars, collateralized
vehicles andvehicles
other alternative
and other vehicles
alternative vehicles
are not staffed
areup
nottostaffed
deal with
up to
many
dealrisks,
with many
especially
risks,inespecially
a stressedinsituation.
a stressed
Not
situation.
only Not only
are they a risk
aretothey
themselves,
a risk to themselves,
but to the entire
but to
industry
the entire
(especially
industry‘Bermuda
(especiallyInc.’).”
‘Bermuda Inc.’).”
But the director
But the
of adirector
Canadian
of acomposite
Canadiantook
composite
a moretook
positive
a more
view:
positive
“Government
view: “Government
regulations, regulations,
if nothing else,
if nothing
have de-risked
else, have
thede-risked
back office”.
the back office”.

26. Pollution
26. Pollution
(25) (25)
Pollution risk
Pollution
has always
risk has
featured
always
near
featured
the bottom
near of
thethese
bottom
rankings
of these
andrankings
this yearand this year
does not stand
does
outnot
in stand
any region
out in or
any
sector:
regionjust
or 3sector:
per cent
justof3 respondents
per cent of respondents
gave it the gave it the
maximum severity
maximum
rating.
severity rating.
The generalThe
viewgeneral
is thatview
the risk
is that
is well
the risk
understood
is well understood
and coverage
andis coverage
limited. The
is limited. The
chief compliance
chief compliance
officer of a non-life
officer ofinsurer
a non-life
in Canada
insurersaid:
in Canada
“most said:
companies
“mostonly
companies only
offer suddenoffer
and sudden
accidental
andcoverage
accidentaloncoverage
a claims-made
on a claims-made
basis”. In contrast
basis”. to
In the
contrast to the
unpredictability
unpredictability
of global warming,
of globalanother
warming,
respondent
another said:
respondent
“we should
said: “we
haveshould
the have the
expertise, technology
expertise, and
technology
data to make
and data
accurate
to make
assumptions”.
accurate assumptions”.
But a few voiced
But a more
few voiced
severemore
concerns,
severeparticularly
concerns, particularly
about the costs
about
of the
pollution
costs of
and
pollution and
contamination
contamination
in the long run.
in the
David
long McKibbin,
run. David chief
McKibbin,
executive
chiefofexecutive
UK-basedofScute
UK-based Scute
Consulting, Consulting,
said: “It’s asaid:
huge“It’s
problem.
a hugeDecommissioning
problem. Decommissioning
costs for nuclear
costs for
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